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Focus On Good Design Since 2011



We’re Natalie and Paul Sun, and our passion for art and design
led us to set up Gingko Design in 2011, the same year we were
married.

Using the latest technology and a fresh, modern approach, we
bring elegance and practicality together in a seamless and
sustainable way, enabling us to create lighting, accessories and
timepieces that will bring something truly special to your home.

So why Gingko? We get asked this a lot. Gingko (or Gingko biloba)
has always been a symbol of hope, friendship, adaptability and
even invincibility. It is seen as a mediator between past and present,
Orient and Occident, spirit and nature.

This has always been inspiring us, here at Gingko Design, of how
we’re doing our work here and how we should treat our people, our
customers and our suppliers. And most importantly, it also inspired us
to create all our lovely products over the past decades and it will
continue to do so.

We believe good designs can give people hope, friendship and
also inspires people of how to become more adaptable and
invincible. We  believe good designs can connect us together from
the past, present and even the future, no matter of what religious or
cultural background; We also believe that good design should be
simple but elegant, sustainable but unique, functional but also long
lasting - This philosophy has inspired us to create our innovative and
stylish designs that have won a number of international awards. We
have now become a main player in the premium & creative
design-led home and gift sector in the UK and cross the Europe.

We feel proud of what we have created and hope you share the
same thoughts as us and feel the same pride in selling or owning our
beautiful products.

Together, we can make it even better.The Sun Family
Paul, Natalie, Lewis and Amelia

Our Story
With a big Thank You to the support from all our customers



S/S 2024
New Products

Atlas Globe Lamp
Twist Hexagon Lamp

Smart FootballSpin Lamp
Smart LunaSpin Lamp

Mage See-Through Bluetooth Speaker
Super Mini Alice Mushroom Lamp

Smart Origami Lamp



Twist Hexagon Lamp

Illuminate your home with the simplicity and elegance of the Twist Hexagon Lamp,
a beacon of modern design and practical functionality. This statement piece
transcends the ordinary, delivering more than just illumination. Available in a sleek
Matte Black or a rich Walnut finish, it seamlessly adapts to a wide range of interior
styles while maintaining a minimalist aesthetic that captivates and charms.

The lamp’s body, made of durable ABS with a tactile textured finish, presents an
innovative twist on lighting design. Its unique hexagonal shape, enveloped in
water-resistant and tearproof Tyvek paper, elegantly unfolds and twists to form a
mesmerizing display that softly diffuses a warm white glow throughout your living
space. More than a mere light source, this lamp is a dynamic sculpture that
engages and inspires, sparking conversations and capturing imaginations.

A gentle tap on the top button is all it takes to activate the lamp’s enchanting
radiance, ensuring usage is as effortless as it is intuitive. Equipped with a USB-C
rechargeable port, the Twist Hexagon Lamp promises up to 12-15 hours of
continuous, energy-efficient lighting on a single charge. It is the quintessential
accessory for a cozy reading corner, a stylish bedside companion, or an artistic
touch to a modern office desk. The Twist Hexagon Lamp offers an unparalleled
combination of innovative design, enduring functionality, and creative flair.



Modern design and practical functionality all in one

Touch the copper button to dim the light, turn it on or off



Touch Control

Pull and twist it at the same time to change
the length of your light

Dimmable
Potable Desk Lamp



USB-C rechargeable

Dimmable Warm White light mode
Colour Temperature: 2900K -3100K Touch Control

120g or 0.26 lbs

Sustainably sourced natural Walnut or
White Ash Wood

Anti-Scratch ABS material

Battery life up to 8  hours

Product Features

121mm

121 mm

G036BK - Black G036WT - Walnut
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AtlasGlobe Lamp

Immerse yourself in the elegance and wonder of our
world with the AtlasGlobe Light, a sophisticated world
globe light that serves as both a source of illumination

and a piece of interactive art.

This exquisite globe has two distinct finishes: a serene
Light Blue Globe elegantly seated on a White Ash base,
and a stately Dark Blue Globe resting on a rich Walnut
base. Each finish comes in two sizes, Mini and Large,
making it a perfect fit for any room, whether a cozy

study or a spacious living area

Ease of use is a key feature of the AtlasGlobe Light. A
simple tap on the copper button activates the light,

while an extended touch adjusts the brightness, thanks
to its advanced LED technology. It promises a long

lifespan of 50,000 hours and ensures energy-efficiency
and environmental friendliness.

The globe’s base is ingeniously designed with three smart
spinning metal balls, enabling the globe to rotate freely.
This unique feature adds an interactive dimension to the

globe, making it a fascinating educational tool and
decorative item.
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Touch Control

Globe with Light Off

Globe with Light Off

Globe with Light On

Globe with Light On



Immerse yourself in the elegance and wonder of our world with the AtlasGlobe Light.



USB-C rechargeable

Dimmable Warm White light mode
Colour Temperature: 2900K -3100K Touch Control

L: 786g or 1.73lbs
S: 460g or 1.01lbs

Sustainably sourced natural Walnut or
White Ash Wood

Anti-Scratch ABS material

Battery life up to 24  hours

Product Features

130mm

235 mm

200mm

145 mm

G038M-WT
Mini Darkblue Walnut Base

G038L-WT
Large Darkblue Walnut Base

G038M-AH
Mini Lightblue White Ash Base

G038L-AH
Large Lightblue White Ash Base



Smart FootballSpin/LunaSpin Lamp

Discover the Smart FootballSpin and LunaSpin Lamp,  an exquisite blend of elegance and innovative technology.

Offered in Mini (12cm) and Large (18cm) sizes, these lamps showcase 3D-printed globes that seamlessly float above a robust
walnut base, creating an alluring and sophisticated ambiance. The globes are interactive, changing between three calming light

colors—warm, cool white, and warm white—with a simple tap, allowing you to set the mood to your preference.

Saw the Saturn as well? Yes, and that will be available from the Autumn Winter season this year :-)



Tap to change the light colour
Or you can do this via the provided

remote control.

Introducing the Smart FootballSpin Lamp, where art
meets technology to create an atmosphere of elegance
and wonder. Tailored to captivate the hearts of sports
fans.

A standout feature of these lamps is their ability to rotate
autonomously on any flat surface, presenting an
enchanting display of perpetual motion or to remain
stationary as desired. This adaptability provides a
customizable experience, whether you are looking for a
lively centerpiece or a peaceful accent in your room.

FootballSpin Lamp
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Our Smart FootballSpin Lamp is tailored to captivate the hearts of sports fans.



Wireless magnet charging base via
USB C

Dimmable light mode
Colour Temperature: 2900K -10000K Touch and Tap Control

L: 577g or 1.27lbs
S: 283g or 0.62lbs

Sustainably sourced natural Walnut Wood
and 3D printed PLA

Large: Battery life up to 24 hours
Mini: Battery life up to 24  hours

Product Features

120mm

195 mm

180mm

130 mm

G066L-WT  (Large)

G066M-WT (Mini)
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Discover the Smart LunaSpin Lamp, an exquisite blend of elegance and innovative technology.
 It’s a conversation starter, a piece of art, and a testament to the beauty of blending technology
with design. It’s an ideal choice for those seeking to add a touch of sophistication and innovation
 to their personal or professional space.

Neutral Moon Cold White MoonHarvest Yellow Moon

Smart LunaSpin Lamp is where art meets technology to
create an atmosphere of elegance and wonder.
Tailored to those who find solace in night sky.

At the heat of each lamp is a 3D-printed globe
meticulously designed and crafted. The globes, resting
on a solid walnut base are not merely stationary
ornaments but dynamic elements that bring each theme
to life. This feature can be controlled to keep the globe
static, allowing for versatility in presentation.

The innovative design extends to the charging system.
The globes are powered by a cutting-edge magnetic
wireless charger, ensuring a seamless and modern look.
The base, rechargeable via a USB-C cable, boasts a
long-lasting battery life of 12-15 hours, ensuring the lamp
remains a reliable source of light and beauty.

LunaSpin Lamp
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Our LunaSpin Lamp is perfect for a relaxing evening at home.
The lamps are powered by a novel magnetic wireless charging mechanism, offering a sleek, wire-free aesthetic. The
wooden base, charged via a USB-C cable, supports an impressive 12–24 hour battery life, blending functionality with

artistic design. The Smart LunaSpin Lamp promises to be a captivating addition to your decor, ideal for any setting, from a
cozy bedroom corner to an executive office desk.



Dimmable Warm White light mode
Colour Temperature: 2900K -3100K Touch and Tap Control

L: 577g or 1.27lbs
S: 283g or 0.62lbs

Sustainably sourced natural Walnut Wood
and 3D printed PLA

Large: Battery life up to 24 hours
Mini: Battery life up to 24  hours

Product Features

120mm

195 mm

180mm

130 mm

G068L-WT (Large)

G068M-WT  (Mini)
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Wireless magnet charging base via
USB C



Mage See-Through
Bluetooth Speaker

Mage See-Through Bluetooth Speaker is a fusion of innovative and magical design and acoustic excellence. This
Bluetooth speaker is a masterpiece of form and function, available in a sleek Matte Black or elegant Walnut wood
finish. Its unique see-through structure makes it a visually stunning piece and offers an immersive sound experience.
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Comes in both Black or Walnut finishing

Swipe to change volume

3 level of brightness
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Built with precision, the Mage See-Through Bluetooth Speaker boasts a body of a lovely wood and metallic black textured
finishing, complemented by a clear acrylic exterior. This transparent design not only showcases the intricate internal components

but also enables you to feel the vibration and energy of the music, adding a tactile dimension to your listening experience.

Connect effortlessly to your devices via Bluetooth and enjoy your favourite tunes with exceptional clarity. The speaker has a
dimmable warm yellow light beneath the top, adding a cozy ambiance to your space. A simple tap on the top button controls

the light, making it perfect for setting the mood in any room.



TWS technology allows you to connect two speakers for a more robust sound,
enhancing the bass and overall audio depth



ABS, Acrylic GlassBluetooth Connection

Touch Control

160 x 35mm x 107 mm or
5.29” x 1.37 x 4.21” (L x H x W)

USB rechargeable
Battery life up to 10  hours.
Depending on the volume.

315g or 0.69lbs

TWS pairing Function

Product Features

In-built light with 3 light
brightness

G037BK - Black G037WT - Walnut
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ALICE
Mushroom Lamp

The Alice Mushroom Lamp is the epitome of uniqueness and functionality with
its sleek Walnut and White Ash Wood  finishing and a premium frosted milky
white ABS shade. Its weight and sturdiness is a testament to its quality and

durability.

Switch between 7 soft RGB lights and the warm white light mode with a
gentle tap on the mushroom ABS shade, or tap again to choose your

preferred colour.  Light up your space with vibrant and vivid colours or set a
calming and relaxing mood with its soft, muted shades.

The Alice Mushroom Collection comes in Large, Mini and Super mini sizes and
all is available in walnut and white ash wood base.
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A choice of two sophisticated finishes, Walnut and White Ash, catering to various tastes and
complementing different interior designs.

The SuperMini is a new addition added to the Alice collection in 2024 and that is inspired and required by our Head of Design’s
daughter Amelia who just turned into 7 year old last Dec.



Super Mini , Super Cute…



04

Large Alice Mushroom Lamp

Mini Alice Mushroom Lamp

The whole Alice
collection

Large and Mini Alice
Mushroom Lamp
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100 mm

130 mm

Large: USB-C DC mains operated
Super Mini & Mini: USB-C rechargeable

Dimmable Warm White light mode
Or 7 colour changing RGB mode

Colour Temperature: 2900K -3100K

Touch Control

Large: 2600g or 5.73lbs
Mini: 248g or 0.54lbs

Super Mini:102g or 0.22lbs

Sustainably sourced natural Walnut or
White Ash Wood

Super Mini & Mini: Battery life up to
24  hours

Product Features

66 mm

73mm

260 mm

320 mm
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Large: USB-C DC mains operated
Super Mini & Mini: USB-C rechargeable

Dimmable Warm White light mode
Or 7 colour changing RGB mode

Colour Temperature: 2900K -3100K

Touch Control

Large: 2600g or 5.73lbs
Mini: 248g or 0.54lbs

Super Mini:102g or 0.22lbs

Sustainably sourced natural Walnut or
White Ash Wood

Super Mini & Mini: Battery life up to
24  hours

Product Features

100 mm

130 mm

66 mm

73mm

260 mm

320 mm
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Smart Origami Lamp

Introducing the Smart Origami Lamp, a perfect blend of art and technology
that brings a touch of elegance to your living space. Available in two

exquisite finishes – Walnut and Bamboo – this lamp is a harmonious
combination of aesthetics and innovation.

Crafted with tear-proof Tyvek paper that’s both water-resistant and durable,
this lamp unfolds gracefully to reveal a radiant LED light. Its magnetic covers
allow you to fold it in a full 360 degrees, creating the perfect ambiance for

any occasion.

Featuring a rechargeable battery, this lamp offers the convenience of
cordless operation. Whether you’re reading a book, hosting a gathering, or
simply enjoying a moment of solitude, the Smart Origami Lamp is the ideal

lighting companion for your every need.



Whether you’re reading a book, hosting a gathering, or simply seeking a moment of solitude, the Smart Origami Lamp is
the ideal lighting companion. Its elegant design and modern technology ensure it’s not just a lamp; it’s a work of art that

elevates your space and fills it with warmth and beauty.

Plus, its versatile design allows you to make your own form of arts in many different way.



A truely versatile design



USB-C rechargeable

Long-life LED up to 45,000 hours
Colour Temperature: 3500K

450g or 0.99lbs

Sustainably sourced natural Walnut or
bamboo Wood & water and tear proof tyvek paper

Battery life up to 16  hours

G033BO - Bamboo G033WT - Walnut

115 x 50 x 210 mm
or 5.90 x 1.96 x 8.26 inches (L*W*H)

110mm

175 mm



As Seen On

Our Global Awards



We hope you enjoyed checking our 2024 full range
product catalogue, and we’re here to help should

you have any more queries at all.

Thank you !
Merci !
Grazie!
Danke !

Gracias !



To discover more details on Gingko products,
please visit our website

www.gingkodesign.com

Contact Us
We’re always here to help

Gingko Design Ltd
Unit C23c, Holly Farm Business Park Honiley,
Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 1NP United

Kingdom

+44 (0) 1926 676 527
partnership@gingkodesign.co.uk

Copyright      Gingko Design Ltd

Gingko Design Ltd is a part of Gingko Design Holdings Ltd


